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—The worldwide bestseller and multiple award winning—The Wonder Weeks. How to stimulate

your baby's mental development and help him turn his 10 predictable, great, fussy phases into

magical leaps forward describes the incredible mental developmental changes (leaps) and

regression periods that all babies go through. Understanding the real reason behind crying,

eating and sleeping problems is the only real solution every parent needs. The Wonder Weeks

reveals what’s going on inside baby’s mind. Including a bonus chapter with everything about

the relationship between sleep and leaps, as well as unique insight into your baby's sleeping

behavior.The book includes:Week-by-week guide to baby's behaviorWhen to expect the fussy

behavior, what this implies (cranky, clingy, crying (the three C's) behavior) and how to deal with

these regression periods (leaps)A description from your baby's perspective of the world around

him and how you can understand the changes he's going throughFun games and gentle

activities you can do with your childUnique insight into your baby's sleeping behaviourThe book

is based on the scientific- and parental-world-changing discovery of a phenomenon: all normal,

healthy babies appear to be more fussy at very nearly the same ages, regression periods, and

sleep less in these phases.These age-related fluctuations in need for body contact and

attention (regression periods) are related to major and quite dramatic changes in the brains of

the children. These changes enable a baby to enter a whole new perceptual world and, as a

consequence, to learn many new skills. This should be a reason for celebration, but as far as

the baby is concerned these changes are bewildering. He's taken aback—everything has

changed overnight. It is as if he has woken up on a strange planet. He needs you to guide him

and understand what he is going through! Get ready to rediscover the world all over again with

your baby…Bonus: Sleep, and the lack of sleep... that's something we all have to deal with

when we have a baby. The bonus chapter includes everything about the relationship between

sleep and leaps, as well as unique insight into your baby's sleeping behavior. Hint: did you

know your baby learns (and there's a lot of brain activity) during those little, 'light' sleeps?

"This is a very practical and entertaining window into the baby's first year and a half. van de Rijt

and Plooij have observed and found the vulnerable times in an infant's development that I

independently came to in my book Touchpoints (Perseus). The authors' observations and

practical suggestions are wonderful." T. Berry Brazelton, M.D., professor emeritus, Harvard

Medical School."Anyone who deals with infants and young children will want to read 'The

Wonder Weeks.' This book will open parents' eyes to aspects of their children's growth,

development, changing behavior, and emotional responsiveness that they might otherwise not

notice or find puzzling and distressing." Catherine Snow, Ph.D., Shattuck Professor of

Education, Harvard Graduate School of Education.“The Wonder Weeks: One of our own

personal favorites!” The Bump editorsFeatured in AWHONN magazine Healthy Mom &

Baby:“Breakthrough science reveals the true reasons of fussiness and weeks of wonders”“I

had no clue about The Wonder Weeks with my first daughter. Having this knowledge now has

saved my sanity! Mental leaps aren’t always the easiest for both baby and parent, but I’m

armed with the tools to help my daughter through these changes, and it helps to quell my mind

as to what could be causing her so much fuss. It’s normal. “Babyzone, courtesy of Disney“A

must for every parent.” Washington Times“Finally figured out one phase of the baby’s

developments to be blind-sided by an entirely new one? This book will get you through those



transition times” Examiner.com --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.About the AuthorHetty van de Rijt studied Educational Psychology at the University of

Nijmegen, the Netherlands and obtained her Ph.D. in Physical Anthropology at the University

of Cambridge, England. At the University of Amsterdam, Dr. van de Rijt studied the

development of human babies in their home environment. As lead author with her husband as

co-author, she wrote the best-selling parenting book The Wonder Weeks, which has been

published in twelve languages, from the USA to Japan.Frans X. Plooij studied behavioral

biology in the Netherlands in Amsterdam, Nijmegen, and Groningen, where he received his

Ph.D. in 1980. He is a full member of several international, scientific societies including the

New York Academy of Sciences. Together they studied infant development in free-living

chimpanzees with Dr. Jane Goodall in the Gombe National Park, Tanzania, East Africa. Dr.

Plooij is director of the International Research-institute on Infant Studies (IRIS) at Arnhem, and

president of Kiddy World Promotions B.V. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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“This is a very practical and entertaining window into the baby’s first year and a half. Van de

Rijt and Plooij have observed and found the vulnerable times in an infant’s development that I

independently came to in my book Touchpoints (Perseus). The authors’ observations and

practical suggestions are wonderful.”—T. Berry Brazelton, M.D., Professor Emeritus, Harvard

Medical School“Anyone who deals with infants and young children will want to read The

Wonder Weeks. This book will open parents’ eyes to aspects of their children’s growth,

development, changing behavior, and emotional responsiveness that they might otherwise not

notice or find puzzling and distressing.”—Catherine Snow, Ph.D., Shattuck Professor of

Education, Harvard Graduate School of Education“Van de Rijt and Plooij’s work on infant

development has enormous value for clinical use and scientific application. Not only have they

explained the periods of puzzling, difficult behavior in infancy which so worry parents, they

have also shown how these behaviors mark developmental leaps and have described the

stages in the infant’s understanding. Together, this gives parents and professionals soundly

based insight into babies’ developing minds. What’s more, Van de Rijt and Plooij have

described the play and communication that work best with babies at different ages and thus

helped parents understand and connect sensitively with their babies. This parent-child

connection is the major prerequisite for the development of secure, well-adjusted children. The

Wonder Weeks is essential reading for everyone who works with infants-pediatricians, social

workers, psychologists, and, of course, parents.”—John Richer, Ph.D., Dip. Clin. Psychol.,

Consultant Clinical Psychologist and Head of Pediatric Psychology, Department of Pediatrics,

John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, England“Van de Rijt and Plooij will help you see the world the

way an infant sees it. As the child grows, displays of emotion (such as crying) tell us the child is

summoning reserves of energy and is calling out for help in finding new ways to perceive the

changing world. Because Van de Rijt and Plooij have discovered predictable stages in the

widening of the infant’s perceptions and skills, they can enable you, with their superb

examples, to recognize the onset of these stressful episodes and to join your child in coping

with them. So rich, indeed, are the implications of finding new perceptions and new skills in the

midst of stress that whether or not you are a parent, it can never be too early or too late to

profit from this book.”—Philip J. Runkel, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Psychology and

Education, University of OregonTo our children, Xaviera and Marco,and to our grandchildren,

Thomas, Victoria and Sarah,from whom we have learned so much“Portrait of the first author,

Hetty van de Rijt, created by her grandson Thomas on September 12, 1998, when he was 23

months old. Grandson and Grandma had a very close relationship and during her last seven

years he was the sunshine in Hetty’s life, which was restricted by disease.On September 29,

2003, Hetty passed away. Untill the very last moment she worked on the extended edition of

this book in Dutch. When she died, the first draft of the last chapter was ready. Through her

life’s work Hetty hoped to empower parents and give them peace of mind and self-confidence

in their role as upbringer and socializer in such a way that they could enjoy their little

sunshine.”Copyright © 2017 Kiddy World publishing10 9 8 7 6 5Illustrations by Hetty van de

Rijt, Vladimir SchmeisserCover and internal design by SumediaLayout by Andrei

AndrasTranslation by Stephen Sonderegger and Gayle KidderFirst published in 1992 as Oei, ik

groei! by Zomer & Keuning Boeken BV,Ede and Antwerp.This book is intended as a reference

volume only, not as a medical manual. The information given here is designed to help you

make informed decisions about your baby’s health. It is not inteded as a substitute for any

treatment that may have been prescribed by your doctor. If you suspect a medical problem, we



urge you to seek competent medical help. Any mention of specific companies, organizations, or

authorities in this book does not imply endorsement by the publisher, nor does the mention of

specific companies, organizations, or authorities imply that they endorse this book.All rights

reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any

means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or any other information

storage and retrieval system, without written permission of the publisher.Kiddy World

PublishingVan Pallandtstraat 636814 GN ArnhemThe NetherlandsContentsAbout this

BookIntroductionLeap AlarmGROWING UPHow Your Baby Does ItNEWBORNWelcome to the

WorldLEAP 1Wonder Week 5The World of Changing SensationsLEAP 2Wonder Week 8The

World of PatternsLEAP 3Wonder Week 12The World of Smooth TransitionsLEAP 4Wonder

Week 19The World of EventsLEAP 5Wonder Week 26The World of RelationshipsLEAP

6Wonder Week 37The World of CategoriesLEAP 7Wonder Week 46The World of

SequencesLEAP 8Wonder Week 55The World of ProgramsLEAP 9Wonder Week 64The

World of PrinciplesLEAP 10Wonder Week 75The World of SystemsSleep and LeapsCountless

WondersFurther ReadingInternetAbout this BookHaving completed our studies in Educational

Psychology, Physical Anthropology and Behavioral Biology, and just married, my wife Hetty van

de Rijt and I left for the Gombe National Park, Tanzania, East Africa to study chimpanzees with

Jane Goodall. The particular research project we had prepared for proved impossible under the

prevailing circumstances, so we had to change topic. There and then we realized that there

was no better place on earth where one could observe freeliving newborn chimpanzee babies

at such close range. We did not have any theory or hypothesis at hand for testing, but we were

trained in systematic, direct observation of animal behavior in the field, in the tradition of Nobel

Laureate Niko Tinbergen. So that is what we did for nearly two years. When we returned to

Europe to work in Robert Hinde’s Medical Research Council-Unit on the Development and

Integration of Behavior, University Sub-department of Animal Behavior in Madingley,

Cambridge, England, we had to analyze reams of data. Out of this analysis emerged the notion

of regression periods – difficult periods where the baby clings more closely to the mother.

Previously, such regression periods had been found by others in no less than 12 other primate

species. The results of the data analysis also supported the idea that in the course of early

octogeny, a hierarchical organization emerges in the central nervous system that underlies the

behavioral development of the free-living chimpanzee babies and infants. It was only after we

had analyzed our data and discerned a hierarchical organization that our friend and colleague

Lex Cools, a neurobiologist, suggested that we compare our findings about the capabilities of

infants at the different stages of development to the levels of perception spelled out by

Hierarchical Perceptual Control Theory (PCT) developed by William T. Powers. PCT turned out

to explain our findings very well. In the following years, the core postulates of PCT have been

further tested by other researchers and results published in the scientific literature. Readers

who are interested can go to the website for an overview of PCT. Once we had earned our

Ph.D. degrees in Cambridge, England (Hetty) and Groningen, the Netherlands (Frans), we

moved on to observe and film human mothers and infants in their home environment. These

studies demonstrated clearly that human babies, too, go through difficult, age-linked regression

periods in a similar way. With each difficult period, babies make a leap in their mental

development. Each time another layer of perceptual control systems is superimposed onto the

already existing, hierarchically organized layers of perceptual control systems.Based on our

research, Hetty and I wrote the original Dutch version of The Wonder Weeks, published in

1992 and followed in subsequent years by German, French, Swedish, Italian, Danish, Spanish,

English, Japanese, Korean, and Russian editions. Our original research in the Netherlands has



been replicated and confirmed by other researchers in Spain, Britain and Sweden. For

information about the research upon which The Wonder Weeks is based, and about editions in

various languages, see . Unfortunately, Hetty contracted a rare tropical disease during our stay

in Tanzania and following a long, brave battle with the disease, she passed away in 2003.

Hetty’s legacy is alive as well as her life’s work continues to bear fruit and The Wonder Weeks

continues to make life easier for parents and contribute to the healthy development of

children.Frans PlooijArnhem, the NetherlandsIntroductionJolted from a deep sleep, the new

mother leaps from her bed and runs down the hall to the nursery. Her tiny infant, red-faced,

fists clenched, screams in their crib. On instinct, the mother picks up the baby, cradling them in

her arms. The baby continues to shriek. The mother nurses the baby, changes their diaper,

then rocks them, trying every trick to ease their discomfort, but nothing seems to work. “Is there

something wrong with the baby?” the mother wonders. “Am I doing something wrong?”Parents

commonly experience worry, fatigue, aggravation, guilt, and sometimes even aggression

toward their inconsolable infants. The baby’s cries may cause friction between the parents,

especially when they disagree on how to deal with it. Well-meant but unwelcome advice from

family, friends, and even strangers only makes things worse. “Let them cry, it’s good for their

lungs” is not the solution mothers and fathers wish to hear. Disregarding the problem does not

make it go away.The Good News: There is a ReasonFor the past 35 years, we have studied the

development of babies and the way their caregivers respond to their changes. Our research

was done in homes, where we observed the daily activities of mothers and children. We

gleaned further information from more formal interviews.Our research has shown that from

time to time all parents are plagued by a baby who won’t stop crying. In fact, we found that,

surprisingly, all normal healthy babies are more tearful, troublesome, demanding, and fussy at

the same ages, and when this occurs they may drive the entire household to despair. From our

research, we are now able to predict, almost to the week, when parents can expect their

babies to go through one of these “fussy phases.”During these periods, a baby cries for a good

reason. They are suddenly undergoing drastic changes in their development, which is upsetting

to them. These changes enable the baby to learn many new skills and should therefore be a

reason for celebration. After all, it’s a sign they are making wonderful progress. But as far as

the baby is concerned, these changes are bewildering. They are taken aback – everything has

changed overnight. It’s as if they have entered a whole new world.It is well known that a child’s

physical development progresses in what we commonly call “growth spurts.” A baby may not

grow at all for some time, but then they’ll grow a quarter of an inch in just one night. Research

has shown that essentially the same thing happens in a child’s mental development.

Neurological studies have shown that there are times when major, dramatic changes take

place in the brains of children younger than 20 months. Shortly after each of them, there is a

parallel leap forward in mental development. This book focuses on the 10 major leaps that

every baby takes in their first 20 months of life. It tells you what each of these developments

mean for your baby’s understanding of the world about them and how they use this

understanding to develop the new skills that they need at each stage in their

development.What This Means for You and Your BabyParents can use this understanding of

their baby’s developmental leaps to help them through these often confusing times in their new

lives. You will better understand the way your baby is thinking and why they act as they do at

certain times. You will be able to choose the right kind of help to give them when they need it

and the right kind of environment to help them make the most of every leap in their

development.This is not a book about how to make your child into a genius, however. We firmly

believe that every child is unique and intelligent in their own way. It is a book on how to



understand and cope with your baby when they are difficult and how to enjoy them most as

they grow. It is about the joys and sorrows of growing with your baby.All that’s required to use

this book is:One (or two) loving parent(s).One active, vocal, growing baby.A willingness to grow

along with your baby.Patience.How to Use This BookThis book grows with your baby. You can

compare your experiences with those of other parents during all stages of your baby’s

development. Over the years, we’ve asked many mothers and fathers of new babies to keep

records of their babies’ progress and also to record their thoughts and feelings as well as

observations of their babies’ behavior from day to day. The diaries we’ve included in this book

are a sample of these, based on the weekly reports of mothers of 15 babies – eight girls and

seven boys. We hope you will feel that your baby is growing alongside those in our study group

and that you can relate your observations of your baby to those of other mothers.This book is

not just for reading, however. Each section offers you the opportunity to record the details of

your baby’s progress. By the time a baby has grown into middle childhood, many parents yearn

to recall all of the events and emotions of those first all-important years. Some parents keep

diaries, but most mothers and fathers who are not particularly fond of writing or who simply

lack the time – are convinced they will remember the milestones and even the minor details in

their babies’ lives. Unfortunately, later on they end up deeply regretting the fact that their

memories faded faster than they could ever have imagined.The next chapter, “Growing Up:

How Your Baby Does It” explains some of the research on which this book is based and how it

applies to your baby. You will learn how your baby grows by making “leaps” in their mental

development and how these are preceded by stormy periods when you can expect them to be

fussy, cranky, or temperamental.The chapter “Newborn: Welcome to the World” describes what

a newborn’s world is like and how they perceive the new sensations that surround them. You

will learn how nature has equipped them to deal with the challenges of life and how important

physical contact is to their future development. These facts will help you get to know your new

baby, to learn about their wants and needs, and to understand what they are experiencing

when they take the first leap forward.Subsequent chapters discuss the Wonder Weeks – the 10

big changes your baby undergoes in the first 20 months of life, at around 5, 8, 12, 19, 26, 37,

46, 55, 64 and 75 weeks. Each chapter tells you the signs that will let you know that a major

leap is occurring. Then they explain the new perceptual changes your baby experiences at this

time and how your baby will make use of them in their development.Each leap is discussed in

a separate chapter, consisting of four sections:“This Week’s Fussy Signs” describes the clues

that your baby is about to make a developmental leap. Reflections from other mothers about

their babies’ troublesome times offer sympathetic support as you endure your baby’s stormy

periods.In this section, you’ll also find a diary section titled “Signs My Baby Is Growing Again.”

Check off the signs you’ve noticed that indicate your baby is about to experience a big

change.“The Magical Leap Forward” discusses the new abilities your baby will acquire during

the current leap. In each case, it’s like a new world opening up, full of observations they can

make, and skills they can acquire. In this section, you will find a diary section, “How My Baby

Explores the New World,” which lists the skills that babies can develop once they have made

this developmental leap. As you check off your baby’s skills on the lists, remember that no baby

will do everything listed. Your baby may exhibit only a few of the listed skills at this time, and

you may not see other skills until weeks or months later. How much your baby does is not

important – your baby will choose the skills best suited to them at this time. Tastes differ, even

among babies! As you mark or highlight your own baby’s preferences, you will discover what

makes your baby unique.“What You Can Do to Help” gives you suggestions for games,

activities, and toys appropriate to each stage of development which will increase your baby’s



awareness and satisfaction – and enhance your playtime together.“After the Leap” lets you

know when you can expect your baby to become more independent and cheerful again. This is

likely to be a delightful time for parents and babies, when both can appreciate the newly

acquired skills that equip the baby to learn about and enjoy their world. This book is designed

to be picked up at any point in your baby’s first 20 months when you feel you need help

understanding their current stage of development. You don’t have to read it from cover to cover.

If your baby is a little older, you can skip the earlier chapters.Bonus: Sleep and LeapsSleep,

and the lack of sleep… that’s something we all have to deal with when we have a baby. As a

bonus, we’ve added an additional chapter at the end of the book about this (on page 443). It

includes everything about the relationship between sleep and leaps, as well as unique insight

into your baby’s sleeping behavior.What This Book Offers YouWe hope that you will use this

knowledge of your child’s developmental leaps to understand what they are going through, help

them through the difficult times, and encourage them as they take on the momentous task of

growing into a toddler. Also, we hope that this book helps provide the following.Support in times

of trouble. During the times you have to cope with crying problems, it helps to know that you

are not alone, that there is a reason for the crying, and that a fussy period never lasts more

than a few weeks, and sometimes no longer than several days. This book tells you what other

parents experienced when their babies were the same age as yours. You will learn that all

parents struggle with feelings of anxiety, aggravation, and a whole range of other emotions.

You will come to understand that these feelings are all part of the process, and that they will

help your baby progress.Confidence. You will learn that you are capable of sensing your baby’s

needs better than anyone else. You are the expert, the leading authority on your baby.Help in

understanding your baby. This book will tell you what your baby endures during each fussy

phase. It explains that they will be difficult when they are on the verge of learning new skills, as

the changes to their nervous system start to upset them. Once you understand this, you will be

less concerned about and less resentful of their behavior. This knowledge will also give you

more peace of mind and help you to help them through each of these fussy periods.Hints on

how to help your baby play and learn. After each fussy period, your baby will be able to learn

new skills. They will learn faster, more easily, and with more pleasure if you help them. This

book will give you insight into what is preoccupying them at each age. On top of that, we supply

a range of ideas for different games, activities, and toys so that you can choose those best

suited to your baby.A unique account of your baby’s development. You can track your baby’s

fussy phases and progress throughout the book and supplement it with your own notes, so that

it charts your baby’s progress during the first 20 months of their life.We hope that you will use

this knowledge of your child’s developmental leaps to understand what they are going through,

help them through the difficult times, and encourage them as they take on the momentous task

of growing into a toddler. Also, we hope you will be able to share with them the joys and

challenges of growing up.Most of all, we hope you will gain peace of mind and confidence in

your ability to bring up your baby. We hope this book will be a reliable friend and an

indispensable guide in the crucial first 20 months of your baby’s life.This Book is Gender-

NeutralWe are very proud that this book has been written in gender-neutral language. There

are no references to ‘him’ or ‘her’ but we use ‘they’ to refer to both boys and girls. You may

need to get used to this when reading the book, but this enables us to emphasize what we

stand for, and that applies to girls and boys: a smart start for a happy beginning.Leap Alarm!A

mother sent us this letter:Dear Frans and Hetty,I always noticed that my baby was difficult for a

few days before I realized that he was making a leap. I was irritated for a few days, but kept the

feeling to myself until the proverbial straw broke the camel’s back. At that point, I became very



angry with him, and my own reaction scared me. When this had happened three times, I wrote

down all the leaps in my calendar. That way, I can read the next chapter in time for the next

leap. It may seem crazy, but I think I can handle his difficult periods much better now. I know

what will happen before it does. I won’t be surprised any more.Sincerely, MaribelTo us, this was

a very special letter. Maribel described what many parents feel – their baby’s leaps can be

overwhelming!This is why we developed the Leap Alarm. It’s easy to use. Just enter your data

(due date, not birth date!) at . Each email will feature a short description of your baby’s

imminent leap in mental development. And of course, this service is completely free!For many

parents, watching their baby grow is one of the most interesting and rewarding experiences of

their lives. Parents love to record and celebrate the first time their baby sits up, crawls, says

their first words, feeds themselves, and a myriad of other precious “firsts.” But few parents stop

to think about what’s happening in their baby’s mind that allows them to learn these skills when

they do. We know that a baby’s perception of the world is growing and changing when they are

suddenly able to play peek-a-boo or recognize Grandma’s voice on the telephone. These

moments are as remarkable as the first time they crawl, but even more mysterious because

they involve things happening inside their brain that we cannot see. They’re proof that their

brain is growing as rapidly as their chubby little body. But sooner or later every parent discovers

that the first 20 months of life can be a bumpy road. While parents revel in their child’s

development and share their joy as they discover the world around them, they also find that at

times, that the joyfulness can suddenly turn to abject misery. A baby can seem as changeable

as a spring day. At times, life with baby can be a very trying experience. Inexplicable crying

bouts and fussy periods are likely to drive both mother and father to desperation, as they

wonder what’s wrong with their little tyke and try every trick to soothe them or coax them to

happiness, to no avail.Crying and Clinging Can Simply Mean They’re GrowingFor 35 years, we

have been studying interactions between parents and babies. In objective observations, from

personal records, and on videotape, we have documented the times at which mothers report

their babies to be “difficult.” These difficult periods are usually accompanied by the three C’s:

Clinginess, Crankiness, and Crying. We now know that they are the telltale signs of a period in

which the child makes a major leap forward in their development. It’s well known that a child’s

physical growth progresses in what are commonly called “growth spurts.” A child’s mental

development progresses in much the same way. Recent neurological studies on the growth and

development of the brain support our observations of mother and baby interactions. Studies of

the physical events that accompany mental changes in the brain are still in their infancy. Yet,

other scientists have identified major changes in the brain at six of the ten difficult ages we see

take place in the first 20 months. Each major change announces a leap forward in mental

development of the kind we are describing in this book. We expect that studies of other critical

ages will eventually show similar results. It is hardly surprising, when you think of the number

of changes that your baby has to go through in just the first 20 months of life, that they should

occasionally feel out of sorts. Growing up is hard work!The Fussy Signs that Signal a Magical

Leap ForwardIn this book, we outline the ten major developmental leaps that all babies go

through in the first 20 months of their lives. Each leap allows your baby to assimilate

information in a new way and use it to advance the skills they need to grow, not just physically

but also mentally, into a fully functioning, thinking adult.Each leap is invariably preceded by

what we call a fussy phase or clingy period, in which the baby demands extra attention from

their caregiver. The amazing and wonderful thing is that all babies go through these difficult

periods at exactly the same time, give or take a week or two, during the first 20 months of their

lives.These ten developmental leaps that infants undergo are not necessarily in sync with



physical growth spurts, although they may occasionally coincide. Many of the common

milestones for a baby’s first 20 months of development, such as cutting teeth, are also

unrelated to these leaps in mental development. Milestones in mental development can, on the

other hand, be reflected in physical progress, although they are by no means limited to

that.Signs of a LeapShortly before each leap, a sudden and extremely rapid change occurs

within the baby. It’s a change in the nervous system, chiefly the brain, and it may be

accompanied by some physical changes as well. In this book we call this a “big change.” Each

big change brings the baby a new form of perception and alters the way they perceive the

world. And each time a new form of perception swamps your baby, it also brings with it the

means of learning a new set of skills appropriate for that world. For instance, at approximately

8 weeks, the big change in the brain enables the baby to perceive simple patterns for the first

time. During the initial period of disturbance that always accompanies a big change, you may

already notice new behaviors emerging. And you most certainly will shortly afterwards. In week

eight, for example, your baby will suddenly show an interest in visible shapes, patterns, and

structures, such as cans on a supermarket shelf or the slats on their crib. You might see

physical developments as well. For example, they may start to gain some control over their

body, since they now recognize the way in which their arms and legs work in precise patterns

and they are able to control them. So, the big change alters the perception of sensations inside

the baby’s body as well as outside it. The major sign of a big change is that the baby’s behavior

takes an inexplicable turn for the worse. Sometimes it will seem as if your baby has become a

changeling. You will notice a fussiness that wasn’t there in the previous weeks and often there

will be bouts of crying that you are at a loss to explain. This is very worrisome, especially when

you encounter it for the first time, but it is perfectly normal. When their babies become more

difficult and demanding than usual, many parents wonder if their babies are becoming ill. Or

they may feel annoyed, not understanding why their babies are suddenly so fussy and

trying.The Timing of the Fussy PhasesBabies all undergo these fussy phases at around the

same ages. During the first 20 months of a baby’s life, there are ten developmental leaps with

their corresponding fussy periods at the onset. The fussy periods come at 5, 8, 12, 15, 23, 34,

42, 51, 60, and 71 weeks. The onsets may vary by a week or two, but you can be sure of their

arrival. In this book, we confine ourselves to the developmental period from birth to just after

the first year and a half of your baby’s life. This pattern does not end when your baby has

become a toddler, however. Several more leaps have been documented throughout childhood,

and even into the teenage years.The initial fussy phases your baby goes through as an infant

do not last long. They can be as short as a few days – although they often seem longer to

parents distressed over an infant’s inexplicable crying. The intervals between these early

periods are also short – three or four weeks, on average. Later, as the changes your infant

undergoes become more complex, they take longer for them to assimilate and the fussy

periods may last from one to six weeks. Every baby will be different, however. Some babies

find change more distressing than others, and some changes will be more distressing than

others. But every baby will be upset to some degree while these big changes in their life are

taking place.Every big change is closely linked to changes in the developing infant’s nervous

system, so nature’s timing for developmental leaps is actually calculated from the date of

conception. In this book, we use the more conventional age calculation from a baby’s birth

date. Therefore, the ages at which developmental leaps occur are calculated for full-term

babies. If your baby was premature or very late, you should adjust the ages accordingly. For

example, if your baby was born two weeks late, their first fussy phase will probably occur two

weeks earlier than we show here. If they were four weeks early, it will occur four weeks later.



Remember to make allowances for this with each of the 10 developmental leaps.Your baby is

probably going through a comparatively uncomplicated phaseFussy and irritable behavior at

around 29 or 30 weeks is not a telltale sign of another leap. Your baby has simply discovered

that their mommy can walk away and leave them behind. Funny as it may sound, this is

progress. It is a new skill: they are learning about distances.Your baby may be fussier now than

before.Around this week, a “stormy” period is most likely to occur.Around this week, it is most

likely that your baby’s sunny side will shine throughNot a Single Baby EscapesAll babies

experience fussy periods when big changes occur in their development. Usually calm,

easygoing babies will react to these changes just as much as more difficult, temperamental

babies do. But not surprisingly, temperamental babies will have more difficulty in dealing with

them than their calmer counterparts. Mothers and fathers of “difficult” babies will also have a

harder time as their babies already require more attention and will demand even more than

usual when they have to cope with these big changes. These babies will have the greatest

need for their mother and father, the most conflict with their parents, and the largest appetite

for learning.The Magical Leap ForwardTo the baby, these big changes always come as a

shock, as they turn the familiar world they have come to know inside out. If you stop to think

about this, it makes perfect sense. Just imagine what it would be like to wake up and find

yourself on a strange planet where everything was different from the one you were used to.

What would you do? You wouldn’t want to calmly eat or take a long nap. Neither does your

baby.All they want is to cling tightly to someone they feel safe with. To make matters more

challenging for you and your baby, each developmental leap is different. Each gives the baby a

new form of perception that allows them to learn a new set of skills that belong to the new

developmental world – skills they could not possibly have learned at an earlier age, no matter

how much encouragement you gave them.We will describe the perceptual changes your baby

undergoes in each developmental leap, as well as the new skills that then become available to

them. You will notice that each world builds upon the foundations of the previous one. In each

new world, your baby can make lots of new discoveries. Some skills they discover will be

completely new, while others will be an improvement on skills they acquired earlier.No two

babies are exactly the same. Each baby has their own preferences, temperament, and physical

characteristics, and these will lead them to select things in this new world that they, personally,

find interesting. Where one baby will quickly sample everything, another will be captivated by

one special skill. These differences are what make babies unique. If you watch, you will see

your baby’s unique personality emerging as they grow.What You Can Do to HelpYou are the

person your baby knows best. They trust you more and have known you longer than anyone

else. When their world has been turned inside out, they will be completely bewildered. They will

cry, sometimes incessantly, and they will like nothing better than to simply be carried in your

arms all day long. As they get older, they will do anything to stay near you. Sometimes they will

cling to you and hold on for dear life. They may want to be treated like a tiny baby again. These

are all signs that they are in need of comfort and security. This is their way of feeling safe. You

could say that they are returning to home base, clinging to their mommy. When your baby

suddenly becomes fussy, you may feel worried or even irritated by their troublesome behavior.

You will want to know what’s wrong with them, and you’ll wish that they would go back to being

their old self again. Your natural reaction will be to watch them even more closely than before.

It’s then that you are likely to discover that they know much more than you thought they did.

You may notice that they’re attempting to do things you have never seen them do before. It may

dawn on you that your baby is changing, although your baby has known it for some time

already. As parents, you are in the best position to give your baby things they can handle and



to meet their needs. If you respond to what your baby is trying to tell you, you will help their

progress. Obviously, your baby may enjoy certain games, activities, and toys that you,

personally, find less appealing, while you may enjoy others they don’t like at all. Don’t forget

that caregivers are unique, too. You can also encourage them if they lose interest or want to

give up too easily. With your help, they will find the whole play-and-learn process more

challenging and fun, too. When your baby learns something new, it often means that they have

to break an old habit. Once they can crawl, they are perfectly capable of fetching their own

playthings, and once they can walk quite confidently on their own, they can’t expect to be

carried as often as before. Each leap forward in their development will make them more

capable and more independent. This is the time when a mother or father and baby may have

problems adjusting to one another. There is often a big difference in what baby wants and what

their mother or father wants or thinks is good for the baby, and this can lead to anger and

resentment on both sides. When you realize what new skills your baby is trying to exercise, you

will be better equipped to set the right rules for each developmental stage and alter them as

needed as they grow.Quality Time: An Unnatural WhimWhen a baby is allowed to decide for

themselves when and what sort of attention they prefer, you’ll notice this differs from one week

to the next. When a big change occurs within a baby they will go through the following

phases.A need to cling to mommy or daddy.A need to play and learn new skills with mommy or

daddy.A need to play on their own.Because of this, planned playtimes are unnatural. If you

want your baby’s undivided attention, you have to play when it suits them. It is impossible to

plan having fun with a baby. In fact, they may not even appreciate your attention at the time you

had set aside for “quality time.” Gratifying, tender and funny moments simply happen with

babies.After the LeapThe troublesome phase stops just as suddenly as it started. Most parents

see this as a time to relax and enjoy their babies. The pressure to provide constant attention is

off. The baby has become more independent, and they are often busy putting their new skills

into practice. They are more cheerful at this stage, too. Unfortunately, this period of relative

peace and quiet doesn’t last long – it’s just a lull before the next storm. Nature does not allow

babies to rest for long.Watch any new parent when they hold their baby for the first time.

Chances are they will follow this particular pattern: First they will run their fingers through the

baby’s hair. Then they will run a finger around the baby’s head and over their face. After this,

they will feel the baby’s fingers and toes. Then they will slowly move toward the baby’s middle,

along their arms, legs, and neck. Finally, they will touch the baby’s tummy and chest. The way

in which parents generally touch their newborn babies is often very similar, too. First a new

mother or father will touch their infant with fingertips only, stroking and handling them very

gently. Slowly but surely, as they become more comfortable, they will use all of their fingers and

may sometimes squeeze their baby. Finally, they will touch them with the palm of their hand.

When they eventually dare to hold their baby by the chest or tummy, the new parent will be so

delighted that they may exclaim what a miracle it is that they have produced something as

precious as this.Ideally, this discovery process should occur as close to birth as possible. After

a mother and father’s first encounter with their baby, they will no longer be afraid to pick them

up, turn them around, or put them down. They will know how their little one feels to the

touch.Every baby looks and feels different. Try picking up another baby if their parents will

allow it, and you’ll find that it’s a strange experience. It will take a minute or two to get used to

the other infant. This is because you have become so accustomed to your baby.Take Charge

EarlyThe sooner parents become confident handling their baby, the quicker they can begin

responding sensitively to their needs. A baby shouldn’t be dumped in their mother or father’s

arms; they should be allowed all the time they need to take the baby into their arms by



themselves.Those Important First HoursA mother is usually extremely perceptive to her

newborn baby in the first hours after birth. Try to have your baby with you at this critical time to

get to know each other. Your newborn baby is often wide awake during this period. They are

aware of their surroundings, they turn towards quiet sounds, and they fix their gaze on the face

that happens to hover above them. Most mothers love it if the father is there, too, so they can

share this experience as a brand-new family.This sort of tuning-in to the new baby is easily

interrupted if others don’t give the parents space at the birth. If the new parents feel that things

are not under their control, they may feel powerless and even afraid to handle their baby. Take

control of the situation as soon as you are able to, and get to know your baby as soon as you

can. Even if the baby has to be placed in an incubator, spend as much time with them as you

can and look after as many aspects of their care as you are able to do. Talk to your baby to let

them know you are there when you are not able to touch them. Be sure to speak up. If you

want to have your baby near you, or if you want to be alone with them for a while, say so. You

decide how often you want to pick them up and cuddle them.The majority of mothers whose

early contact with their newborns was thwarted by hospital procedures or others around them

say that they regret not having spent more time alone with their babies during this period. Many

mothers feel resentful about this for quite some time. The maternity period wasn’t like they

imagined. Instead of enjoying a well-earned rest, they felt harassed. They had wanted to have

their babies near them all the time, especially when their little one was crying. If they were not

allowed to hold their babies, the new mothers felt disappointed and annoyed. They felt as if

they were being treated like immature, helpless children who were incapable of deciding for

themselves what was best for them and their babies. These feelings have also been expressed

by fathers, too, who felt overwhelmed by hospital rules and frustrated by meddling from

others.“I had to do as I was told. I wasn’t just told how to sit during nursing, but also when I

could nurse, and for how long. I also had to allow my baby to cry whenever it wasn’t “his time”

yet. I was annoyed most of the time, but I didn’t want to be rude, so I nursed him in secret. I just

couldn’t stand hearing him cry, and I wanted to comfort him. My breasts kept swelling and

shrinking all day long. I’d really had more than I could take. I was the one who had given birth,

and I wanted my baby. I was so angry that I just started crying. But of course they had a name

for that, too – ‘maternity tears.’ That was the last straw. All I wanted was my baby and a bit of

peace and quiet.”Paul’s mom“I had a long delivery. Our baby was taken away from us

immediately. For hours, we assumed we’d had a baby boy. When I got my baby back later on, it

turned out to be a girl. We were shocked. It wasn’t that we didn’t want a girl, but we had started

getting used to the idea that we had a son.”Jenny’s mom“When I nursed my baby, I liked to

snuggle up to her and get nice and close. But the maternity nurse wouldn’t let me. She made

me lean back into the cushions on the sofa. It felt so unnatural – detached and

unemotional.”Nina’s momWhen parents have problems with their baby shortly after the birth,

they often say this is because they don’t feel completely confident. They are afraid of dropping

them or holding them too tightly. They haven’t learned to assess their baby’s needs and

responses to certain situations. They feel they are failing as mothers and fathers.Some parents

think this has to do with the fact that they saw so little of their baby just after the birth. They

would have loved to have spent more time with their baby back then, but now they feel relieved

when the baby is back in their crib. They’ve become afraid of parenthood.“Because I had a

difficult birth, we had to stay in the hospital for 10 days. I was only allowed to see my baby

during the day, at nursing times. Nothing was the way I had imagined it would be. I’d planned to

breastfeed, but sometimes the staff gave my baby a bottle on the sly, to make things easier for

themselves. At night, they always gave her bottles. I wanted to have her near me more often,



but they wouldn’t allow it. I felt helpless and angry. When I was allowed to go home, I felt that

they might as well keep her. By that time, she felt like a stranger, like she wasn’t mine.”Juliette’s

momDo RememberCuddle, rock, caress, and massage your baby when they are in a good

mood, because this is the best time to find out what suits them and what relaxes them most.

When you know their preferences, you will be able to use these methods to comfort them later

on when they are upset. If you only cuddle, rock, caress, and massage them only when they

are in a bad mood, your “comforting” will cause them to cry even longer and louder.“The

maternity nurse was a nuisance. She stayed when I had company, did most of the talking, and

went on and on telling everyone about every case she’d been on that had ever gone just the

slightest bit wrong. For some reason, she was overly concerned that my healthy baby would

turn yellow. She would check on her every hour, sometimes every 15 minutes, and tell me she

thought she’d seen the first signs of jaundice. It made me so nervous. When I tried to

breastfeed, the nurse kept interrupting by whisking my hungry baby off to be weighed. This

upset me every time, and my baby didn’t seem too pleased about it, either. She wriggled

around on the scales, so it would take even longer for the nurse to see whether she had taken

1.4 or 1.5 ounces of milk. Meanwhile, my baby’s desperate screams made me even more

nervous, so I finally decided to stop breastfeeding. When I look back on it, I feel terrible. I would

have liked so much to nurse my little girl.”Emily’s mom“With my second child, we were

determined to do everything exactly the way we wanted. When the baby started crying, I would

simply feed her a little. For nearly two weeks, we had been told to let our eldest cry and go

hungry for no reason, as it later turned out. With the first baby, you tend to take advice from

everyone. The second time, I listened only to myself.”Eve’s momGetting to Know and

Understand Your BabyIn some ways, you already know your baby. After all, they were with you

day and night for nine months. Before they were born, you wondered what kind of baby you

would have and whether you would recognize any traits you thought they had while in your

womb. But once they are born it’s different – totally different, in fact. You see your baby for the

first time, and your baby also finds themselves in completely new surroundings. Most mothers

look for familiar traits in their tiny newborns. Are they the peaceful little person she expected

them to be? Do they kick at certain times of the day like they did before they were born? Do

they have a special bond with their dad? Do they recognize his voice?Often parents want to

“test” their baby’s reactions. They want to find out what makes their children happy and

contented. They will appreciate advice, but not rules and regulations. They want to get to know

their baby and see how their baby respond to them. They want to find out for themselves what

is best for their children. If they’re right about their likes and dislikes, they feel pleased with

themselves, as it shows how well they know their baby. This increases their self-confidence

and will make them feel they are perfectly able to cope after they take their infants home.

Seeing, hearing, smelling, and feeling your baby during those first few days has a tremendous

impact on your relationship with your baby. Most mothers instinctively know how important

these intimate “parties” are. They want to experience everything their baby does. Just looking

at them gives them enormous pleasure. They want to watch them sleep and listen to them

breathe. They want to be there when they wake up. They want to caress them, cuddle them,

and smell them whenever they feel like it.“My son’s breathing changes whenever he hears a

sudden noise or sees a light. When I first noticed this irregular breathing, I was really

concerned, but then I realized he was just reacting to sound and light. Now I think it’s wonderful

when his breathing changes, and I don’t worry about it anymore.”Bob’s momYour Baby Gets to

Know and Understand YouWhen a new parent gazes down into their baby’s face, it often

seems as if the baby, gazing steadily back with wide, astonished eyes, is thinking: “What a



strange and wonderful world this is!”Indeed, a newborn baby’s world is an astonishing place of

new and strange sensations. Light, sound, motion, smells, the sensations on their soft skin – it

is all so new that they can’t separate all the different things. Sometimes, snuggled tightly up

against their mother’s breast, it all feels so wonderfully good. They feel full, warm, sleepy, and

soothed by the softness around them.At other times, their whole world seems utterly shattered,

and they can’t figure out what’s making them feel so miserable. Something is wet, cold, hungry,

noisy, blindingly bright, or just desperately unhappy, and all they can do is wail.During the first

five weeks of your baby’s life, they will slowly become familiar with the world around them. You

will get to know each other more intimately than anyone else in your shared world at this time.

Soon they will make the first major leap in their development.But before you are able to

understand what your baby will experience when they are five weeks old and take their first

leap forward, you need to know what your newborn baby’s world is like now and how they are

equipped to deal with it. Also, to help them meet their new challenges, you need to know how

important physical contact is and how to use it.Your New Baby’s WorldBabies are interested in

the world around them from the moment they are born. They look and listen, taking in their

surroundings. They try very hard to focus their eyes sharply, which is why babies frequently

look cross-eyed as they strain to get a better look. Sometimes they tremble and gasp in sheer

exhaustion from the effort. A newborn often looks at you as if they are staring, transfixed with

interest.Your new baby has an excellent memory, and they are quick to recognize voices,

people, and even some toys, such as an especially colorful stuffed animal. They also clearly

anticipate regular parts of their daily routine, such as bath-time, cuddle-time, and nursing-

time.Even at this age, a baby mimics facial expressions. Try sticking your tongue out at them

while you sit and talk to them, or open your mouth wide as if you are going to call out. Make

sure that they are really looking at you when you try this, and give them plenty of time to

respond. Most of your baby’s movements are very slow by adult standards, and it will take them

several seconds to react.A young baby is able to tell their parents just how they feel – whether

they are happy, angry, or surprised. They do this by slightly changing the tone of their

murmuring, gurgling, or crying and by using body language. You will quickly get to know what

they mean. Besides, the baby will make it perfectly clear that they expect to be understood. If

they aren’t, they will cry angrily or sob as if heartbroken.Your newborn baby has preferences

even at this tender age. Most babies prefer to look at people, rather than toys. You will also find

that if presented with two playthings, they are able to express a preference by fixing their gaze

on one of them.Your new baby is quick to react to encouragement. They will adore being

praised for their soft baby fragrance, their looks, and their achievements. You will hold their

interest for longer if you shower them with compliments! Even though your baby’s senses are in

full working order, they are unable to process the signals their senses send to their brain in the

same way adults do. This means they aren’t able to distinguish among their senses. Babies

experience their world in their own way, and it’s quite different from ours. We smell a scent, see

the flower spreading it, touch its soft, velvety petals, hear a bee buzzing towards it, and know

we are tasting honey when we put it into our mouths. We understand the difference among all

of our senses, and so we are able to distinguish the differences.New Baby’s SensesYoung

babies can already see, hear, smell, taste, and feel a variety of things, and they are able to

remember these sensations. However, a newborn baby’s perception of these sensations is very

different from the way they will experience them as they get older.WHAT BABIES SEEUntil

recently, scientists and doctors believed that new babies were unable to see. This is not true.

Parents have known all along that newborns love to look at faces, although it is true that vision

is the last sense to reach full capacity. Your newborn can see most clearly up to a distance of



about a foot. Beyond that, their vision is probably blurred. Sometimes they will also have

difficulty focusing both eyes on whatever they are looking at, but once they have, they can stare

at the object intently. They will even stop moving briefly. All their attention will be focused on the

object. If they are very alert, they will sometimes be able to follow a moving toy by moving their

eyes, turning their head, or sometimes by doing both together. They can manage to do this

whether the object is moved horizontally or vertically. The important thing is that the object is

moved very slowly and deliberately. If they lose track after a few moments, they pick up their

gaze again and try it even more slowly.The object that your baby will be able to follow best is a

simple pattern with the basic characteristics of a human face – two large dots at the top for the

eyes and one below for the mouth. Babies are able to do this within an hour of birth. Many of

them have their eyes wide open and are very alert. Fathers and mothers are often completely

fascinated by their newborn baby’s big, beautiful eyes. It is possible that babies are attracted to

anything that even vaguely resembles a human face when they are this young. Your baby will

be particularly interested in sharp contrasts – red and white stripes will probably hold their

attention for longer than green and blue ones. The brighter the color contrasts, the more

interested they will be. Black and white stripes actually hold a baby’s attention longest because

the contrast is strongest.WHAT BABIES HEARAt birth, your new baby can already clearly

distinguish between different sounds. They will recognize your voice shortly after birth. They

may like music, the hum of an engine, and soft drumming. This makes sense, because these

sounds are already familiar to them. In the womb, they were surrounded by the constant

thump, rustle, grumble, wheeze, and squeak of heart, veins, stomach, lungs, and intestines.

They also have a built-in interest in people’s voices and find them soothing. By and large

babies will feel comfortable in environments similar to those that they were used to in the

womb. For example, a baby whose mother spent a lot of time in noisy surroundings while she

was pregnant may be quite upset by a room that is too quiet.Your baby also recognizes the

difference between deep and high-pitched voices. High-pitched sounds will draw their attention

more quickly. Adults sense this and speak to babies in high-pitched voices, so there is no need

to be ashamed of your “oochykoochycooing.” Your baby is also able to differentiate between

soft and loud sounds and does not like sudden, loud noises. Some babies are easily

frightened, and if this is the case for your baby, it is important that you do nothing that will

frighten them.WHAT BABIES SMELLYour new baby is very sensitive to smells. They do not like

pungent or sharp odors. These smells will make them overactive. They will try to turn away

from the source of the smell, and they may start to cry, too.Your baby can smell the difference

between your body scent and breast milk and those of other mothers. If they are presented

with several items of worn clothing, they will turn toward the article that you have worn.WHAT

BABIES TASTEYour baby can already distinguish between several different flavors. They have

a distinct preference for sweet things and will dislike anything that tastes sour or acidic. If

something tastes bitter, they will spit it out as fast as they can.WHAT BABIES FEELYour baby

can sense changes in temperature. They can feel heat, which they put to good use when

searching for a nipple if it is not put in their mouth, since the nipple is much warmer than the

breast. They simply move their head in the direction of the warmest spot. Your baby can also

sense cold. But if they are allowed to become cold, they will be unable to warm themselves,

because at this age they can’t shiver to get warm as a means of controlling their own body

temperature. Their parents need to consider their bodily warmth. For instance, it’s not very

sensible to take a baby for a long walk through snow and ice, no matter how well wrapped up

they are, because they may become too cold and show signs of hypothermia. If your baby

shows distress of any kind, hurry inside where it is warm. Your baby is extremely sensitive to



being touched. Generally, they love skin contact, whether it’s soft or firm. Find out what your

baby prefers. They will usually enjoy a body massage in a nice warm room, too. Physical

contact is simply the best possible comfort and amusement for them. Try to find out what type

of contact makes your baby sleepy or alert, since you can put this knowledge to good use in

troublesome times.Your new baby is not yet able to make this distinction, however. They

experience the world as all one universe – a mish-mash of sensations that changes drastically

as soon as a single element changes. They receive all these impressions but cannot

distinguish among them. They do not yet realize that their world is made up of signals from

individual senses and that each sense conveys messages about a single aspect of it.To make

matters even more confusing for your infant, they cannot yet make a distinction between

themselves and their surroundings, and they are not yet aware of being an independent

person. Because of this, they are also unable to make a distinction between sensations that

originate within their own body and those that come from outside it. As far as they are

concerned, the outside world and their body are one and the same. To them, the world is one

big color-cuddle-smell-and-sound sensation. What their body feels, they assume everyone and

everything else feels.Because a newborn baby perceives the world and themselves as one and

the same, it is often difficult to discover the reason why they are crying. It could be anything

inside or outside of them. No wonder their crying fits can drive their parents to distraction.Your

New Baby’s Tool KitIf you were to experience the world in the same way your baby does, you

too would be incapable of acting independently. You would not know that you have hands to

grasp things with and a mouth to suck with. Only when you understand these things will you be

able to do things deliberately.This does not mean, however, that newborn babies are

completely incapable of reacting to the world. Fortunately, your baby comes equipped with

several special features to compensate for these shortcomings and help them survive this

initial period.Their Reflexes Tell Them What to DoBabies have several reflex reactions to keep

them safe. For example, a newborn baby will automatically turn their head to one side to

breathe freely when lying face down. In some ways, this reflex is similar to the way a puppet

reacts to its strings being pulled. They do not stop to think, “I’m going to turn my head.” It

simply happens. As soon as a baby learns to think and respond, this reflex disappears. It is a

perfect system. (Of course, when it’s time for your baby to go to sleep, be sure to place them

on their back.) Newborn babies also turn their heads toward sound. This automatic reaction

ensures that a baby will shift their attention to the place of interest closest by. For many years,

doctors overlooked this reaction because a newborn’s response to sound is delayed. It takes

five to seven seconds before the baby starts to move their head, and it takes another three to

four seconds to complete the movement. This reflex disappears somewhere between the 5th

and 8th week after birth. Here are some of your baby’s other reflexes:As soon as the mouth of

a hungry newborn comes in contact with an object, their mouth will close around it, and they

will start to suck. This reflex provides the baby with an incredibly strong sucking ability. It

disappears as soon as a baby no longer needs to suckle. Babies also have a strong gripping

reflex. If you want your baby to grasp your finger, just stroke the palm of their hand. They will

automatically grab your finger. If you do the same with their feet, they will use their toes to grab

your finger. This gripping reflex is thought to date back to prehistoric times, when hominid

mothers were covered with thick body hair. Because of this reflex, babies were able to cling to

their mothers hair shortly after birth. A baby will use this gripping reflex during the first two

months of life, especially if they sense you want to put them down when they would much

rather stay with you!A baby shows a reaction called the Moro reflex when they are frightened.

They look as if they are trying to grab at something during a fall. They arch their back, throw



their head back, and wave their arms and legs about, outward at first, then inward, before

crossing them across their chest and stomach. All of these baby reflexes disappear when they

are replaced by voluntary responses. But there are other automatic reflexes that remain for life,

such as breathing, sneezing, coughing, blinking, and jerking back a hand from a hot

surface.Babies Get Bored, TooYour tiny infant is not yet able to amuse themselves. Lively,

temperamental babies in particular make no secret about wanting some action as soon as they

are awake. Here are some ways to keep your baby entertained.Explore the house with them.

Give them the opportunity to see, hear, and touch whatever they find interesting. Explain the

items you come across while exploring. No matter what it is, they will enjoy listening to your

voice. Pretty soon, they will start recognizing objects themselves.Have a quiet “chat.” Your baby

enjoys listening to your voice. But if you also have a radio playing in the background, they will

have difficulty concentrating on your voice. Although young babies are able to make a

distinction between different voices when they hear them one at a time, they cannot distinguish

one from the other when hearing them simultaneously.Place interesting objects in convenient

places for your baby to look at when they are awake. At this age, they won’t be able to search

for them by themselves, so for them it’s “out of sight, out of mind.”Experiment with music. Try to

discover their favorite music and play it to them. They may find it to be very soothing. In all

activities, let your baby’s responses guide you.Their Cries Get Your AttentionThe reflexes

mentioned above are your new baby’s way of restoring an uncomfortable situation to normal.

Sometimes these reflexes are not enough – for instance, if they are too hot or cold, if they are

not feeling well, or if they are bored. In these cases, the baby employs another strategy: They

wail until someone else rectifies the situation. If no one helps them, the baby will cry

incessantly until they are completely exhausted.“My son’s crying fits started in his second

week. He yelled day and night, even though he was nursing well and growing steadily. When I

took him to the clinic for his regular checkup, I mentioned that perhaps he was bored. But the

pediatrician said that was impossible because babies keep their eyes closed for the first 10

days, and even if my baby had his eyes open, he still wouldn’t be able to see anything. Last

week, I put a rattle in his crib anyway. It seems to be helping. He’s certainly crying less. So he

was bored after all!”Paul’s mom, 4th weekTheir Appearance Melts Your HeartIn order to

survive, your baby has to rely on someone else to attend to their every need, morning, noon,

and night. Therefore, nature has supplied them with a powerful weapon that they continually

put to use – their appearance. Nothing is cuter than a baby. Their extraordinarily large head

makes up almost one third of their total length. Their eyes and forehead are also “too big,” and

their cheeks are “too chubby.” Furthermore, their arms and legs are “too short and too plump.”

Their cute looks are endearing. Designers of dolls, cuddly toys, and cartoons are quick to copy

them. This look sells! This is exactly how your baby sells themselves, too. They are sweet, tiny,

and helpless – a little cutie, just begging for attention. They will charm you into picking them up,

cuddling them, and taking care of them.Throughout the world, babies have been seen smiling

before they are six weeks old. Smiling babies have even been filmed in the womb. Even so, this

is a very rare occurrence in babies this young. Nevertheless, you may be one of the lucky

parents who has witnessed an early smile. Newborn babies smile when touched, when a

breath of fresh air brushes their cheeks, when they hear human voices or other sounds, when

they see faces hovering over their cribs, or simply when they are full of milk and feeling

content. Sometimes they even smile in their sleep.Your New Baby’s Biggest NeedEven before

they were born, your baby perceived their world as one whole. At birth, they left their familiar

surroundings and for the first time were exposed to all kinds of unknown, completely new

things. This new world was made up of many new sensations. Suddenly, they are able to move



freely, sense heat and cold, hear a whole range of different and loud noises, see bright lights,

and feel clothes wrapped around their body. Besides these impressions, they also have to

breathe by themselves and get used to drinking milk, and their digestive organs have to

process this new food, too. All these things are new to them. Because they suddenly have to

cope with these enormous changes in lifestyle, it’s easy to understand why they need to feel

safe and secure.Close human contact is the best way of imitating your baby’s secure world

inside the womb. It makes them feel safe. After all, your womb hugged their body, and your

movements kneaded it, as far back as they can remember. It was their home. They were part of

whatever took place in there – the rhythmical beating of your heart, the flow of your blood, and

the rumbling of your stomach. Therefore, it makes perfect sense that they will enjoy feeling the

old, familiar physical contact and hearing those well-known sounds once more. It is their way of

“touching base.”Touch: Simply the Best ComfortBesides food and warmth, nothing is more

important to your infant than snuggling close to you during the first four months of their life. As

long as they experience lots of physical contact, their development will not be delayed, even if

you don’t have much opportunity to play with them. A young baby generally loves lying close to

you and being carried around. At the same time, this is also a good opportunity for them to

learn to control their body.Another idea is to give them a relaxing massage. Make sure the

room is warm. Pour some baby oil into your hands and softly massage every part of their

naked body. This is a nice way of helping them to grow accustomed to their body, and it will

make them wonderfully drowsy.At this age, a baby loves to be picked up, cuddled, caressed,

and rocked. They may even enjoy soft pats on their back. They can’t get enough physical

contact now. Don’t worry about whether you’re doing the right thing – they will soon let you

know what they like best and what comforts them most. In the meantime, they are learning that

they have a wonderful home base to which they can safely return when they are upset.For

much of the past four or five weeks, you have watched your infant grow rapidly. You have

become acquainted with each other, and you have learned all of their little ways. At this point in

time, it is hard for adults to imagine what the baby’s world is like. It’s in soft focus and its

qualities are undefined – in some ways, there are similarities to their life in your womb.Now,

before the mists that envelop their infant world part and allow them to start making sense of all

the impressions they have been busy absorbing in the past few weeks, they will need to go

through their first major developmental leap. At about five weeks, and sometimes as early as

four, your baby will begin to take the first leap forward in their development. New sensations

bombard your baby inside and out, and they are usually bewildered by them. Some of these

new things have to do with the development of their internal organs and their metabolism.

Others are a result of their increased alertness – their senses are more sensitive than they

were immediately after birth. So it’s not so much the sensations themselves that are changing,

but rather the baby’s perceptions of them.This rapidly changing world is very disturbing at first.

Your baby’s first reaction will be to want to return to the safe, warm, familiar world they so

recently left, a world with its parents at its center. Suddenly, your infant may seem to need

more cuddles and attention than they did before. While eating and sleeping and being well-

looked after physically were enough to lull them with a sense of well-being before, they now

seem to need more from you. Although your baby has been very close to you since their birth,

this might be the first time you think of them as fussy or demanding. This period may last only a

day, but with some babies it lasts a whole week.As this clinginess begins to ease, you will

notice that your baby is just a little more grown-up in a way that you find hard to put your finger

on. They seem more alert and aware of the world around them than they were.Do RememberIf

your baby is fussy, watch them closely to see if they are attempting to master new skills.This



Week’s Fussy SignsEven very young babies of five weeks can sense the changes occurring

inside their tiny bodies. Having just gotten used to a world outside the warm embrace of your

body, your baby is now finding their world changing for a second time. It’s important to

understand that although everything seems the same to you, to them everything they see, feel,

hear, smell, or taste is different somehow. They may like some of these changes, but they

might dislike others because they don’t yet know how to cope with them. They are still too

young to turn to you for help, and they certainly can’t ask you what is going on.How You Know

it’s Time to GrowEven though your baby can’t form the words to tell you what’s going on, they

are able to communicate quite a bit in other ways. Here are some signs that they are preparing

to make their first leap.They May Be Highly UpsetAt this point in time, it’s very likely your baby

will yell, cry, scream, and refuse to go to sleep in their crib until they have driven the entire

household crazy. These are the clues that your baby is about to make their first leap! With a bit

of luck, their distress will have you running to them, picking them up, holding them tight, and

letting them snuggle up.They May Crave Closeness with YouIf they are even luckier, after you

pick them up, you might also nurse them. Sometimes they will only drift off to sleep if they are

snuggled up to mommy in the closest way possible – latched onto the breast. Providing this

sort of physical comfort with a breast or bottle may be the only way to create the safe world

they are so desperate for at this time.“Normally, my baby is very easy, but she suddenly started

crying non-stop for almost two days. At first I thought it was just stomach cramps. But then I

noticed she stopped whenever I had her on my lap, or when I let her lie in between us. She fell

asleep right away then. I kept asking myself if I was spoiling her too much by allowing it. But the

crying period stopped just as suddenly as it started, and now she’s as easygoing as she was

before.”Eve’s mom, 5th weekHow This Leap May Affect YouAs these major changes in your

baby affect them, they’re bound to have an effect on you as well. Here are some emotions you

might feel.You May Feel InsecureAll parents want to find out why their babies are being

troublesome and restless so that they can make it better for them. Usually, they will first try to

see if the baby is hungry. Then they check if the diaper has come loose. They change the

diaper. They try to comfort their baby with all the love and soothing they can muster in those

trying moments. But it isn’t easy. Pretty soon they discover that all the best care and comfort in

the world doesn’t really stop the little bundle from resuming their relentless crying. Most

parents experience a sudden change in their babies’ behavior as a miserable experience. It

undermines their confidence and is very distressing.“My son wanted to be with me all of the

time, and I either held him against my chest or on my lap, even when we had company. I was

terribly concerned. One night I hardly slept at all. I just spent the whole night holding and

cuddling him. Then my sister came and took over for a night. I went in the other bedroom and

slept like a log the whole night. I felt reborn when I woke up the next day.”Bob’s mom, 5th

weekYou May Feel Very ConcernedOften, mothers and fathers are afraid that something is

wrong with their tiny screamers. They think they are in pain, or that they might be suffering from

some abnormality or disorder that has gone undetected until now. Others worry that the milk

supply from breastfeeding alone is not sufficient. This is because the baby seems to crave the

breast constantly and is always hungry. Some parents take their babies to a doctor for a

checkup. Of course, most babies are pronounced perfectly healthy and they are sent home to

worry alone. (But, when in doubt, always consult your family doctor or go to the childcare

clinic.)“My daughter was crying so much that I was afraid something was terribly wrong. She

wanted to breastfeed constantly. I took her to see the pediatrician, but he couldn’t find anything

wrong with her. He said she just needed time to get used to my milk and that many infants

went through a similar crying phase at five weeks. I thought that it was a strange thing to say,



because she hadn’t had any problems with my milk until then. Her cousin, who was the same

age, kept crying, too, but he was being bottle-fed. When I told the doctor that, he pretended he

hadn’t heard. I didn’t push the subject, though. I was happy enough just knowing it wasn’t

anything serious.”Juliette’s mom, 5th weekBecause your baby senses something is changing,

they feel insecure and have a greater need for close skin-to-skin contact. This close embrace

seems to be the most powerful kind of calming physical contact when they are upset. Give

them all the cuddling they need and all the contact you feel you can handle at times like these.

They need time to adjust to these new changes and grow into their new world. They are

accustomed to your body scent, warmth, voice, and touch, so with you, they will relax a little

and feel contented again. You can provide the tender loving care they really need during this

trying period.“Sometimes my daughter will nurse for half an hour and refuse to come off the

breast. ‘Just take her off after 20 minutes, and let her scream. She’ll soon learn,’ is the advice

people give me. But secretly I think, ‘They can say what they like; I decide what’s best.’”Nina’s

mom, 5th weekYou may notice that close physical contact helps during these crying fits, and

that a noisy little creature will respond better and quicker when they are with you than if you try

anything else. Try carrying your baby around in a sling if you can while you go about your

chores, or keep them on your lap while you read or do other sedentary activities. A gentle

massage or stroking can be helpful too.“When my baby was crying all the time, she seemed so

lost. I had to massage her for a long time before she calmed down a bit. I felt exhausted but

extremely satisfied. Something changed after that. It doesn’t seem to take as long to soothe

her now. When she cries now, I don’t find it such an effort to put her world to rights

again.”Nina’s mom, 4th weekMothers and fathers who carry their babies around whenever they

are in a fussy mood may label them “extremely dependent.” These babies like nothing better

than lying quietly against their mother or father and being stroked, rocked, or cuddled. They

might fall asleep on their mother or father’s lap, but start crying again as soon as furtive

attempts are made to sneak them back into their cribs.Parents who stick to feeding and

sleeping schedules often notice their babies fall asleep during feeding. Some wonder if this is

because the baby is so exhausted from crying and the lack of sleep that they have no energy

left to nurse. This may seem logical, but it may not be the whole story. It’s more likely that the

baby falls asleep because they are where they want to be. They are finally with mommy, and

they’re content, so they’re able to fall asleep.Soothing TipsWhen you want to comfort a tiny

baby, a gentle rhythm can play a very important role. Hold your baby close to you, with their

bottom resting on one arm while your other arm supports their head resting against your

shoulder. When they are in this position, they can feel the soothing beat of your heart.Here are

a few other methods recommended by parents to soothe a tiny screamer.Cuddle and caress

them.Rock them gently in your arms, or sit in a rocking chair with them.Walk around slowly with

them.Talk or sing to them.Pat them gently on the bottom.Not all of these ideas will suit your

baby personally, so if you don’t succeed at first, keep trying until you find out what works for

them. The most successful way of comforting a crying baby is to do the things they enjoy most

when they are in a cheerful mood.How to Make a SlingSlings are extremely easy to make and

cozy for you and your new baby. A sling will help to give your arms a break by supporting your

baby’s weight and it will make your baby feel safe and secure. Plus, they cost only a few dollars

to make. You can use a sling with your baby almost immediately after birth since it allows them

to lie flat. Here’s how to make one:Use a sturdy piece of material, 1 yard by 3 1/2 yards. Drape

the cloth over your left shoulder if you are right-handed, or over your right shoulder if you are

left-handed, and knot the ends together at the opposite hip. Turn the knot towards your back.

Check to see if the length of the sling feels right. If it does, the sling is ready for use. Pop your



baby inside and support them with your hands. It’s that easy!“The first two days my son cried

so much. I was doing my best to stick to the proper bedtimes, but it turned out to be a total

disaster. It drove us both up the wall. Now I keep him on my lap for as long as he wants without

feeling guilty. I feel good about it. It’s nice and warm and cozy. It’s obvious he loves it. The

feeding schedule’s gone out the window, too. I didn’t stick to it. Now he just lets me know when

he’s hungry. Sometimes he nurses for a long time, but sometimes he doesn’t. He’s much more

contented now, and I am, too.”Steven’s mom, 5th weekThe Magical Leap ForwardThere are a

number of indications in babies aged approximately four to five weeks that show they are

undergoing enormous changes that affect their senses, metabolism, and internal organs. This

is when the first leap occurs – the baby’s alertness in the world of sensations increases

dramatically. At this point your baby is losing some of their newborn skills. They will no longer

follow a face with their eyes or turn towards a sound. These early skills were controlled by

primitive centers in the lower brain, and they disappear to make way for developments in the

higher levels of the brain. Soon you will see similar behaviors emerge, but this time they will

seem to be much more under your baby’s control than ever before. At this age, your baby is

also likely to outgrow problems with their digestive system that they may have had

initially.Sleeping TipsA baby with sleeping problems will often fall asleep quickly when they are

with you. The warmth of your body, your gentle movements, and your soft sounds will help

soothe them. Here are some tips on the best ways to get them to sleep.Give them a warm

bath, put them on a warm towel, and then massage them gently with baby oil.Breast or bottle-

feed them, since sucking will help to relax and soothe them.Walk around with them, either in a

sling or baby carrier.Push them around in their stroller.Take them for a ride in the car.Pop them

into bed beside you.Between four and five weeks old, your baby goes through a whole set of

changes that affect their senses – the way they experience the world, the way they feel, even

the way they digest their food. Their whole world feels, looks, smells, and sounds different all of

a sudden. Some of these changes have direct consequences that you can see. For example,

this may be the first time that you notice them crying real tears. They may stay awake for longer

periods and seem more interested than before in the world around them. Just after birth, they

were only able to focus on objects that were up to a foot away, but now they can focus at a

longer distance. It’s not surprising, therefore, that a baby feels it’s time for some action.Five- to

six-week-old babies are even prepared to work in order to experience interesting sensations. In

a laboratory experiment, babies showed that they could adjust the focus of a color movie by

sucking harder on a pacifier. As soon as the baby stopped sucking, the picture blurred. Babies

at this age have difficulty sucking and watching at the same time, so they could keep this up

only for a few seconds. To check this was really what they were trying to do, the babies were

then required to stop sucking in order to bring the picture into focus. They could do that, too!

Babies can also start using their smile in social contact to influence their experiences. Your

baby’s smiles change from something superficial, almost robot-like, into social smiles around

this age. Mothers and fathers become very excited when they see a smile at an earlier age, but

once they have seen the “social smile,” they will admit it’s a different type of smile.Brain

ChangesAt approximately three to four weeks, there is a dramatic increase in a baby’s head

circumference. Their glucose metabolism, in the brain, also changes.My DiaryHow My Baby

Explores the New World of Changing SensationsCheck off the boxes below as your baby

changes compared to how they were before. Stop filling this out once the next stormy period

begins, heralding the next leap.Their interest in their surroundingsLooks at things longer and

more oftenListens to things more often and pays closer attentionIs more aware of being

touchedIs more aware of different smellsSmiles for the first time, or more often than



beforeGurgles with pleasure more oftenExpresses likes or dislikes more oftenExpresses

anticipation more oftenStays awake longer, and is more alertTheir physical changesBreathes

more regularlyStartles and trembles less oftenCries real tears for the first time, or more often

than beforeChokes lessVomits lessBurps lessOTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICEYour Baby’s

Choices: A Key to Their PersonalityAll babies’ senses develop rapidly at this time, and it will

become apparent they are now more interested in their surroundings. It may or may not seem

obvious at first, but every baby will have their own preferences. Some bright-eyed infants really

enjoy looking at and watching everything and everyone around them. Others will listen keenly

to music and sounds around them and will find sound-producing objects such as rattles more

appealing than anything else. Another group of babies will love to be touched, and they would

like nothing better than to play games that involve being touched and caressed by someone.

Some babies don’t have any clear preference. Even at this very young age, you will find that

every baby is different.As you go through the “My Diary” list on page 47, you may want to mark

or highlight the items that apply to your baby at this time. They may display only a few of the

behaviors, and others may not appear for several weeks. An infant who is more interested in

certain sensory experiences in their world than others is showing you that they are already an

individual.“I take my daughter along to my singing classes every day. During the first few

weeks, she hardly reacted to sounds at all, and I felt quite concerned, to be honest. Now

suddenly, she’s totally preoccupied by noises of any kind when she is awake. If she wakes up

in a bad mood and I sing to her, she stops crying immediately. She doesn’t stop when my

friends sing, though!”Hannah’s mom, 6th weekRocky Times for EveryoneGoing through a big

change can be a stressful event for your baby and for you, and you may both find the strain

unbearable at times. You may become exhausted from the lack of sleep or because anxieties

are preventing you from sleeping well. Here’s an example of how this vicious cycle can

work.The baby is confused and cries.Constant crying makes their mother and father feel

insecure and anxious.Tension builds, and the parents finds themselves unable to cope, and so

baby cries even louder than before.The cycle repeats, again and again.If the strain gets to be

too much, remember that it’s normal to feel this way. Try to take time out to relax. Your baby will

benefit from it as much as you will. Use physical contact and attention to comfort your baby.

This will make it easier for them to adapt to all the changes at their own pace, and it will also

give them self-confidence.They will know that someone is there for them whenever they need

comfort. As their parents, you need support, too, not criticism, from family and friends. Criticism

will only undermine your already battered self-confidence, support will enable you to cope

better with the difficult periods.What You Can Do to HelpThe very best way to help your baby is

to give them tender loving care and support. It’s impossible to spoil them at this age, so never

feel guilty about comforting them, especially when they cry. Help your baby on their voyage of

discovery. You’ll find that they are generally more interested in the world around them now.

They are more perceptive, and they are often awake for a longer period to enjoy their

surroundings at this time. Try to find out what activities they like best by watching their

reactions carefully. As small as they are, they are still able to let you know what pleases or

displeases them. Once you know what your baby likes, you’ll be able to gradually introduce

new activities, games, and toys.How Can You Tell What They Like Best?Your baby will smile

when given the things that they enjoy. It could be something they see, hear, smell, taste, or feel.

Because their senses have developed and they are now able to perceive a little more of their

world, they will also smile more often now. It will be very rewarding to experiment and discover

which activities produce these wonderful smiles.“I dance around with my baby, and when I

stop, he smiles.”John’s mom, 6th week“When I put my face close to my daughter’s and smile



and talk to her, she makes eye contact and grins. It’s wonderful.”Laura’s mom, 5th week“My

daughter smiles at her dolls and teddy bears.”Jenny’s mom, 6th weekThat’s Just How Babies

AreBabies love anything new, and it’s important you acknowledge your baby’s new skills and

interests. They will enjoy it if you share these new discoveries, and your encouragement will

accelerate their learning progress.Help Your Baby Explore the New World Through SightYour

baby looks longer at objects that interest them than before. The brighter the colors, the more

fascinating they will find them. They also like striped and angular objects. And your face, of

course.If you walk around with your baby, you’ll automatically discover what they like looking at

best. Give them enough time to have a good look at things – and don’t forget that their range of

focus is not much more than a foot. Some babies like looking at the same objects time and

time again, while others get bored if they are not shown something different each time. If you

notice that your baby is getting bored, show them objects that are similar to the ones they like,

but just slightly different.“My baby is much more aware of everything she sees now. Her

favorites are the bars of her crib, which contrast with the white walls; books on the bookshelf;

our ceiling, which has long wooden slats with a dark stripe in between; and a black-and-white

ink drawing on the wall. At night, lights seem to interest her the most.”Emily’s mom, 5th

week“My son stares right into my face and gazes at me for quite some time. He thinks it’s funny

when I eat. He looks at my mouth and watches me chew. He seems to think it’s

fascinating.”Kevin’s mom, 6th week“When I move a green and yellow ball slowly from left to

right, my daughter turns her head to follow it. She seems to think it’s great fun, although this

proud mom probably enjoys it more than she does.”Ashley’s mom, 5th weekHelp Your Baby

Explore the New World Through SoundSounds usually fascinate babies. Buzzing, squeaking,

ringing, rustling, or whizzing sounds are all interesting. Babies find human voices very

intriguing, too. High-pitched voices are extremely captivating, although nothing can beat the

sound of their mother’s voice, even if she’s not a natural soprano. Even at five weeks old, you

can have cozy little chats with your baby.Pick a comfortable place to sit and put your face close

to theirs. Chat to them about how beautiful they are, about everyday events, or whatever comes

to mind. Stop talking once in a while to give them a chance to “reply.”“I really think my son is

listening to me now. It’s remarkable.”Matt’s mom, 5th week“Sometimes my baby chats back to

me when I’m talking to her. She talks for longer now, and sometimes it seems as if she’s really

trying to tell me something. It’s adorable. Yesterday, she chatted to her rabbit in her

crib.”Hannah’s mom, 5th weekHelp Your Baby Explore the New World Through Touch
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Evelyn, “MUST READ FOR PARENTS!!!. If you're on the fence about buying this book, do

yourself a favor and get it! I'm a first time mom and decided to buy it after a few long sleepless

nights when my baby was just a few weeks old. It has been a lifesaver! It helps me understand

the changes my son is going through and the behavior to anticipate. As a new parent-or any

parent- it can be disheartening to feel you are doing everything "right" and still not making your

baby happy. It turns out they are just going through major mental and physical changes that

happen at very specific, predictable ages. I even downloaded the corresponding app that gives

me alerts when a new leap is coming, that way if my son is being extra fussy I know he's going

through a lot and I can tune into the corresponding chapter to see how I can help him and

myself during this change! I couldn't recommend this book enough!!!”

TotallyLeanne, “Amazing book!. I was a bit hesitant to buy this after reading some of the

reviews, but I took the plunge anyway & I am SO glad that I did. This has been the most helpful

book in helping me understand what is going on with my baby boy, and how I can help him

grow. The book is a great size, the font is good, it’s easy to read in sections as well for each

stage baby goes through. Even with a newborn, it has been easy to read, I just see when the



next stage is & read it a week or so before the next one is due so I know what to expect from

my baby & so far, they have been completely right. It’s just nice to know what to expect & what I

can do to aid my child as much as I can, sometimes it’s just nice to understand there’s a

reason behind their crying & to see things from their point of view.I totally recommend this

book, it has been & will continue to be a tremendous help to me!”

Rasha El Shirbini, “Great book. Great book, and finding the content interesting but for busy

mums could be a bit more concise and not repetitive- eg. Every leap the book tells you similar

things like “cuddle your baby, hold the baby and comfort during this difficult phase” each leap is

a new experience but not sure we need to be told / reminded each time to be patient with the

crying - we know this, we just want to understand what is going on on the development side so

might find lots of bits you skim. Another good book is Your baby weekby week - by Simone

cave and dr fertleman, format of this is more straight to the point but wonder weeks book

explains more on the psychology and development side hence why the content is really

interesting”

Tudor Turtudau, “Very interesting but repetitive. The book explains what's happening with the

baby development and is super interesting if you want to find out what's going on in their little

head. As many other parents we struggled with our baby mood swings and this books answers

a lot of questions (I'm sure most first parents have). It also teaches you what games to play

with the baby week by week to help him/her develop further, and boy, they do change a lot in

their first year. I think the book covers first 75 weeks.I would give it 5 stars but there is an

issue... The book could be probably 5 times shorter if they would not repeat every sentence a

million times using slightly different words. Both me and wife found this so annoying while

reading it. We were joking saying this book is a baby book but also a thesaurus...”

Lucy Mills, “Love the book, highly recommend!. I love love love this book! It should be given to

all new parents! It’s so helpful to know when to expect baby to be fussier and knowing the

stormy period is helping his development and is just another leap in his abilities means I can

play and encourage different parts of his learning depending on the type of leap he is going

through.It also helps to understand why baby may be crying more and be a bit more unsettled

so that you aren’t getting frustrated by the crying and thinking it’s because you’re doing

something wrong but instead knowing this is all part of his development. Love the book, highly

recommend it to all mums and dads!”

The book by Frans X.  Plooij has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,740 people have provided feedback.
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